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July 13, 2016

The Unmasked «Constitutional State »
Avenue de Lonay 17
CH-1110 Morges – 0041 21 801 22 88
catharsisgu@gmail.com

Mrs. Naira Karapetyan
MP National Assembly of Armenia
Naira Karapetyan
placed on the right side
of History

19, Marshall Baghramyan Avenue
Yerevan / Armenia

cc:
1. To all State Councillors and Members of Parliament of the canton of Vaud
2. To all Swiss federal Councillors, Deputies and Senators
3. To all Members of the Council of Europe
4. To whom it may concern

To be placed on the right side of History
Dear Mrs. Karapetyan, Member of Parliament,
Stéphane Parrone, «judge» in Yvedon-les-Bains VD, living at the Chemin sur la Roche,
CH-1972 Poliez-le-Grand is not placed on the right side of History. He has started his
career as a «Prosecutor» in Lausanne, violating his duties:
When Michèle Herzog, victim of corruption related to the local real estate mafia lodged
a complaint for fraud against various persons, he has investigated nothing. Like an
African Marabou, he did not need that for taking decisions. He refused to accept the
complaint and on the same day, he charged her for having attempted to the non-existent
honour of the mafia lawyer Philippe Reymond, rue de la Riaz 24B, CH-1026
Echandens. See google research «Le Super-Franco-Verda des Vaudois». This brought
him to be promoted «President» of the mentioned court in Yverdon. In that position, he
repeated offending the law, by refusing to the small contractor Gil Beuret/La Fourmi
to call to the bar five witnesses for his discharge, in defence against the Vaudois mafia.
See www.worldcorruption.info/ulrich.htm
Parrone has emerged from the breed of the Vaudois Attorney General Eric Cottier,
who is probably the only Prosecutor of the democratic world to have managed for
having condemned 2 men without proofs nor confession to long lasting sentences in
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prison: Laurent Ségalat (see my book) and François Légeret (L’affaire Légeret – Un
assassin imaginaire, Jacques Secretan, editions Mon Village, May 2016).
Lacking any serious evidence, Cottier was exploiting in that latter case a declaration
of François Légeret’s adoptive brother – his enemy. On January 11, 2006, that crony
of Cottier had verbalized a dream of his wife: She had dreamed that François Légeret
had been visiting his mother, had asked her to give him a big amount of money, which
ended in a bloody dispute. Subsequently, this dream became Cottier’s scenario for
explaining the «crime». You think to dream!
Consequence: François Légeret has been condemned to lifelong imprisonment for an
alleged triple murder (in reality an accident), based on strictly nothing, and is now
already jailed since 10 ½ years! The Marabou Cottier is a silly, hyperactive and
arrogant magistrate, who has turned his Prosecutor’s Office into a crazy house. He is
neither placed on the right side of History.
Two dozens of Vaudois/Swiss/European magistrates have subsequently confirmed this
condemnation mounted from scratch, because no superior instance has ever read the
file, which would have allowed them to discover the source of the inspiring dream. As
usual, they limited themselves to take over the first judges’ procedural truths by
«copy/paste». The last one in this flowing ribbon was the «judge» of the European
Court of Human Rights (ECHR), Nebojša Vučinić from Montenegro. He declared the
complaint of François Légeret inadmissible, sending him the infamous half page text
module which proves that the European judges do not even read 98 % of the incoming
complaints.
Vučinić and his colleagues at the ECHR are neither placed on the right side of History.
These extremely well payed magistrates are refusing to earn their money doing an
honest job by delivering the expected quality products. The Ségalat affair has
demonstrated exactly the same. This system is breeding arrogant magistrates as
Cottier, or even corrupt government officials as Parrone. System to be abolished!
According to the Croat-Swiss physicist Ivan Sladoljev, the tyrants in Strasbourg are
destroying the European civilization, since they tolerate the barbarian capitalism and
the related unlimited corruption of the judiciary officers in countries like Croatia. The
news coming from Montenegro are as well alarming, etc.
Dear Mrs. Karapetyan, together with the journalists Joël Cerutti, Ian Hamel, Patrick
Nordmann, Sabine Pirolt and Jacques Secretan, you have placed yourself by your
written reply of June 29, 2016, reacting on my circular letter dated June 17, 20016 on
the right side of History. Other politicians and journalists will follow. Gratefully, I
remain sincerely yours.
Gerhard Ulrich
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